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The house of my dream
⚫ Hello! My name is Kristina I would like to tell to you 

about the house of my dream.
⚫ In the house of my dream there should be a lot of place 

also my house should be three-storyed and be in a 
non-polluting zone near to the sea where will always 
blow as fresh sea air



My 
bedroom



My bedroom
⚫ In my bedroom there should be a bright sated color as 

some bright colors cheer up and calm.
⚫ Over a bed the big picture, the big convenient bed, a 

beautiful chandelier should hang and from a window it 
was possible to look at the boundless sea. Also there 
should be a big case, a bedside table, the big TV and the 
computer.
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Nursery 
⚫ The nursery also should be bright but not so. In it there 

should be a soft beautiful furniture (a bed, chairs, a 
table, a case, the computer, the big windows, a small 
bedside table)
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Ladder 
⚫ The ladder should be executed in unusual European 

style its color should be dark
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Living room
⚫ In my drawing room there will be a lot of place where I 

will celebrate significant events in to receive visitors. In 
a drawing room there should be big convenient 
armchairs, a beautiful convenient sofa, a coffee table, 
the big TV and billiards
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n



Kitchen 
 On kitchen there should be an Italian design, furniture of 

dark or bright color and the big window with beautiful 
curtains and on the middle of a table a vase with the 
flowers also it should be very spacious and cozy.
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Garden with a fountain
⚫ Ornamental plants, flowers, the big and unusual 

fountain should grow in my garden and on the middle 
of all of it the apple-tree should grow.
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Fireplace
⚫ The fireplace will be in a drawing room it will create 

cosiness and warmth atmosphere. 

That’s all


